In this article, we study the consistency of the template estimation with the Fréchet mean in quotient spaces. The Fréchet mean in quotient spaces is often used when the observations are deformed or transformed by a group action. We show that in most cases this estimator is actually inconsistent. We exhibit a sufficient condition for this inconsistency, which amounts to the folding of the distribution of the noisy template when it is projected to the quotient space. This condition appears to be fulfilled as soon as the support of the noise is large enough. To quantify this inconsistency we provide lower and upper bounds of the bias as a function of the variability (the noise level). This shows that the consistency bias cannot be neglected when the variability increases.
Introduction
In Kendall's shape space theory [Ken89] , in computational anatomy [GM98] , in statistics on signals, or in image analysis, one often aims at estimating a template. A template stands for a prototype of the data. The data can be the shape of an organ studied in a population [DPC + 14] or an aircraft [LAJ + 12], an electrical signal of the human body, a MR image etc. To analyse the observations, one assumes that these data follow a statistical model. One often models observations as random deformations of the template with additional noise. This deformable template model proposed in [GM98] is commonly used in computational anatomy. The concept of deformation introduces the notion of group action: the deformations we consider are elements of a group which acts on the space of observations, called here the top space. Since the deformations are unknown, one usually considers equivalent classes of observations under the group action. In other words, one considers the quotient space of the top space (or ambient space) by the group. In this particular setting, the template estimation is most of the time based on the minimisation of the empirical variance in the quotient space (for instance [KSW11, JDJG04, SBG08] among many others). The points that minimise the empirical variance are called the empirical Fréchet mean. The Fréchet means introduced in [Fré48] is comprised of the elements minimising the variance. This generalises the notion of expected value in non linear spaces. Note that the existence or uniqueness of Fréchet mean is not ensured. But sufficient conditions may be given in order to reach existence and uniqueness (for instance [Kar77] and [Ken90] ).
Several group actions are used in practice: some signals can be shifted in time compared to other signals (action of translations [HCG + 13]), landmarks can be transformed rigidly [Ken89] , shapes can be deformed by diffeomorphisms [DPC + 14], etc. In this paper we restrict to transformation which leads the norm unchanged. Rotations for instance leave the norm unchanged, but it may seem restrictive. In fact, the square root trick detailed in section 5, allows to build norms which are unchanged, for instance by reparametrization of curves with a diffeomorphism, where our work can be applied.
We raise several issues concerning the estimation of the template.
1. Is the Fréchet mean in the quotient space equal to the original template projected in the quotient space? In other words, is the template estimation with the Fréchet mean in quotient space consistent?
2. If there is an inconsistency, how large is the consistency bias? Indeed, we may expect the consistency bias to be negligible in many practicable cases.
3. If one gets only a finite sample, one can only estimate the empirical Fréchet mean. How far is the empirical Fréchet mean from the original template?
These issues originated from an example exhibited by Allassonnière, Amit and Trouvé [AAT07] : they took a step function as a template and they added some noise and shifted in time this function. By repeating this process they created a data sample from this template. With this data sample, they tried to estimate the template with the empirical Fréchet mean in the quotient space. In this example, minimising the empirical variance did not succeed in estimating well the template when the noise added to the template increases, even with a large sample size. One solution to ensure convergence to the template is to replace this estimation method with a Bayesian paradigm ( [AKT10, BG14] or [ZSF13] ). But there is a need to have a better understanding of the failure of the template estimation with the Fréchet mean. One can studied the inconsistency of the template estimation. Bigot and Charlier [BC11] first studied the question of the template estimation with a finite sample in the case of translated signals or images by providing a lower bound of the consistency bias. This lower bound was unfortunately not so informative as it is converging to zero asymptotically when the dimension of the space tends to infinity. Miolane et al. [MP15, MHP16] later provided a more general explanation of why the template is badly estimated for a general group action thanks to a geometric interpretation. They showed that the external curvature of the orbits is responsible for the inconsistency. This result was further quantified with Gaussian noise. In this article, we provide sufficient conditions on the noise for which inconsistency appears and we quantify the consistency bias in the general (non necessarily Gaussian) case. Moreover, we mostly consider a vector space (possibly infinite dimensional) as the top space while the article of Miolane et al. is restricted to finite dimensional manifolds. In a preliminary unpublished version of this work [ADP15] , we proved the inconsistency when the transformations come from a finite group acting by translation. The current article extends these results by generalizing to any isometric action of finite and non-finite groups.
This article is organised as follows. Section 2 details the mathematical terms that we use and the generative model. In sections 3 and 4, we exhibit sufficient condition that lead to an inconsistency when the template is not a fixed point under the group action. This sufficient condition can be roughly understand as follows: with a non zero probability, the projection of the random variable on the orbit of the template is different from the template itself. This condition is actually quite general. In particular, this condition it is always fulfilled with the Gaussian noise or with any noise whose support is the whole space. Moreover we quantify the consistency bias with lower and upper bounds. We restrict our study to Hilbert spaces and isometric actions. This means that the space is linear, the group acts linearly and leaves the norm (or the dot product) unchanged. Section 3 is dedicated to finite groups. Then we generalise our result in section 4 to non-finite groups. To complete this study, we extend in section 5 the result when the template is a fixed point under the group action and when the top space is a manifold. As a result we show that the inconsistency exists for almost all noises. Although the bias can be neglected when the noise level is sufficiently small, its linear asymptotic behaviour with respect to the noise level show that it becomes unavoidable for large noises.
2 Definitions, notations and generative model suppose that the the group acts isometrically on an Hilbert space, this means that the map x → g ·x is linear, and that the norm associated to the dot product is conserved:
We now introduce the generative model used in this article for M a vector space. Let us take a template t 0 ∈ M to which we add a unbiased noise : X = t 0 + . Finally we transform X with a random shift S of G. We assume that this variable S is independent of X and the only observed variable is:
while S, X and are hidden variables. Note that it is not the generative model defined by Grenander and often used in computational anatomy. Where the observed variable is rather Y = S · t 0 + . But when the noise is isotropic and the action is isometric, one can show that the two models have the same law, since S · and have the same probability distribution. As a consequence, the inconsistency of the template estimation with the Fréchet mean in quotient space with one model implies the inconsistency with the other model. Because the former model (2) leads to simpler computation we consider only this model.
We can now set the inverse problem: given the observation Y , how to estimate the template t 0 in M ? This is an ill-posed problem. Indeed for some element group g ∈ G, the template t 0 can be replaced by the translated g ·t 0 , the shift S by Sg −1 and the noise by g , which leads to the same observation Y . So instead of estimating the template t 0 , we estimate its orbit 
Thanks to the equality of the quotient variables [X] and [Y ], an element which minimises this map is an empirical Fréchet mean of [X].
In order to minimise the empirical quotient variance (4), the max-max algo- 3. Can we quantify the distance between [t 0 ] and an empirical Fréchet mean of a n-sample?
This article shows that the answer to the first question is usually "no" in the framework of an Hilbert space M on which a group G acts linearly and isometrically. The only exception is theorem 5.1 where the top space M is a manifold. In order to prove inconsistency, an important notion in this framework is the isotropy group of a point m in the top space. This is the subgroup which leaves this point unchanged:
We start in section 3 with the simple example where the group is finite and the isotropy group of the template is reduced to the identity element (Iso(t 0 ) = {e G }, in this case t 0 is called a regular point). We turn in section 4 to the case of a general group and an isotropy group of the template which does not cover the whole group (Iso(t 0 ) = G) i.e t 0 is not a fixed point under the group action.
To complete the analysis, we assume in section 5 that the template t 0 is a fixed point which means that Iso(t 0 ) = G.
In sections 3 and 4 we show lower and upper bounds of the consistency bias which we define as the quotient distance between the template orbit and the Fréchet mean in quotient space. These results give an answer to the second question. In section 4, we show a lower bound for the case of the empirical Fréchet mean which answers to the third question.
As we deal with different notions whose name or definition may seem similar, we use the following vocabulary:
1. The variance of the noisy template X in the top space is the function
The unique element which minimises this function is the Fréchet mean of X in the top space. With our assumptions it is the template t 0 itself.
2. We call variability (or noise level) of the template the value of the variance at this minimum: In sections 3 and 4, we exhibit a sufficient condition for the inconsistency, which is: the noisy template X takes value with a non zero probability in the set of points which are strictly closer to g · t 0 for some g ∈ G than the template t 0 itself. This is linked to the folding of the distribution of the noisy template when it is projected to the quotient space. The points for which the distance to the template orbit in the quotient space is equal to the distance to the template in the top space are projected without being folded. If the support of the distribution of the noisy template contains folded points (we only assume that the probability measure of X, noted P, is a regular measure), then there is inconsistency. The support of the noisy template X is defined by the set of points x such that P(X ∈ B(x, r)) > 0 for all r > 0. For different geometries of the orbit of the template, we show that this condition is fulfilled as soon as the support of the noise is large enough.
The recent article of Cleveland et al. [CWS16] may seem contradictory with our current work. Indeed the consistency of the template estimation with the Fréchet mean in quotient space is proved under hypotheses which seem to satisfy our framework: the norm is unchanged under their group action (isometric action) and a noise is present in their generative model. However we believe that the noise they consider might actually not be measurable. Indeed, their top space is:
The noise e is supposed to be in L 2 ([0, 1]) such that for all t, s ∈ [0, 1], E(e(t)) = 0 and E(e(t)e(s)) = σ 2 1 s=t , for σ > 0. This means that e(t) and e(s) are chosen without correlation as soon as s = t. In this case, it is not clear for us that the resulting function e is measurable, and thus that its Lebesgue integration makes sense. Thus, the existence of such a random process should be established before we can fairly compare the results of both works.
3 Inconsistency for finite group when the template is a regular point
In this Section, we consider a finite group G acting isometrically and effectively on M = R n a finite dimensional space equipped with the euclidean norm , associated to the dot product , . We say that the action is effective if x → g · x is the identity map if and only if g = e G . Note that if the action is not effective, we can define a new effective action by simply quotienting G by the subgroup of the element g ∈ G such that x → g · x is the identity map.
The template is assumed to be a regular point which means that the isotropy group of the template is reduced to the neutral element of G. Note that the measure of singular points (the points which are not regular) is a null set for the Lebesgue measure (see item 1 in appendix A.1).
Example 3.1. The action of translation on coordinates: this action is a simplified setting for image registration, where images can be obtained by the translation of one scan to another due to different poses. More precisely, we take the vector space M = R T where
T is seen as a function m : T → R, where m(τ ) is the grey value at pixel τ . When D = 1, m can be seen like a discretised signal with N points, when D = 2, we can see m like an image with N × N pixels etc. We then define the group action of T on R T by:
This group acts isometrically and effectively on M = R T .
In this setting, if E( X 2 ) < +∞ then the variance of [X] is well defined:
In this framework, F is non-negative and continuous. Thanks to CauchySchwarz inequality we have: 
Note that this ensure the existence but not the uniqueness.
In this Section, we show that as soon as the support of the distribution of X is big enough, the orbit of the template is not a Fréchet mean of [X]. We provide a upper bound of the consistency bias depending on the variability of X and an example of computation of this consistency bias.
Presence of inconsistency
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition on the random variable X for an inconsistency:
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a finite group acting on M = R n isometrically and effectively. Assume that the random variable X is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue's measure, with E( X 2 ) < +∞. We assume that t 0 = E(X) is a regular point.
Cone(t 0 ) Figure 1 : Planar representation of a part of the orbit of the template t 0 . The lines are the hyperplanes whose points are equally distant of two distinct elements of the orbit of t 0 , Cone(t 0 ) represented in points is the set of points closer from t 0 than any other points in the orbit of t 0 . Theorem 3.1 states that if the support (the dotted disk) of the random variable X is not included in this cone, then there is an inconsistency.
We define Cone(t 0 ) as the set of points closer from t 0 than any other points of the orbit [t 0 ], see fig. 1 or item 6 in appendix A.1 for a formal definition. In other words, Cone(t 0 ) is defined as the set of points already registered with t 0 . Suppose that:
The proof of theorem 3.1 is based on two steps: first, differentiating the variance F of [X]. Second, showing that the gradient at the template is not zero, therefore the template can not be a minimum of F . Theorem 3.2 makes the first step.
Theorem 3.2. The variance F of [X] is differentiable at any regular points. For m 0 a regular point, we define g(x, m 0 ) as the almost unique g ∈ G minimising m 0 − g · x (in other words, g(x, m 0 ) · x ∈ Cone(m 0 )). This allows us to compute the gradient of F at m 0 :
This Theorem is proved in appendix A.1. Then we show that the gradient of F at t 0 is not zero. To ensure that F is differentiable at t 0 we suppose in the assumptions of theorem 3.1 that t 0 = E(X) is a regular point. Thanks to theorem 3.2 we have:
Therefore ∇F (t 0 )/2 is the difference between two terms, which are represented on fig. 2 : on fig. 2a there is a mass under the two hyperplanes outside
Cone(t 0 ) (a) Graphic representation of the template t 0 = E(X) mean of points of the support of X.
The points X which were outside Cone(t 0 ) are now in Cone(t 0 ) (thanks to g(X, t 0 )). This part, in grid-line, represents the points which have been folded.
Figure 2: Z is the mean of points in Cone(t 0 ) where Cone(t 0 ) is the set of points closer from t 0 than g · t 0 for g ∈ G \ e G . Therefore it seems that Z is higher that
Cone(t 0 ), so this mass is nearer from gt 0 for some g ∈ G than from t 0 . In the following expression Z = E(g(X, t 0 ) · X), for X / ∈ Cone(t 0 ), g(X, t 0 )X ∈ Cone(t 0 ) such points are represented in grid-line on fig. 2 . This suggests that the point Z = E(g(X, t 0 ) · X) which is the mean of points in Cone(t 0 ) is further away from 0 than t 0 . Then ∇F (t 0 )/2 = t 0 − Z should be not zero, and t 0 = E(X) is not a critical point of the variance of [X] . As a conclusion [t 0 ] is not a Fréchet mean of [X]. This is turned into a rigorous proof in appendix A.2.
In the proof of theorem 3.1, we took M an Euclidean space and we work with the Lebesgue's measure in order to have P(X ∈ H) = 0 for every hyperplane H. Therefore the proof of theorem 3.1 can be extended immediately to any Hilbert space M , if we make now the assumption that P(X ∈ H) = 0 for every hyperplane H, as long as we keep a finite group acting isometrically and effectively on M . Figure 2 illustrates the condition of theorem 3.1: if there is no mass beyond the hyperplanes, then the two terms in ∇F (t 0 ) are equal (because almost surely g(X, t 0 ) · X = X). Therefore in this case we have ∇F (t 0 ) = 0. This do not prove necessarily that there is no inconsistency, just that the template t 0 is a critical point of F . Moreover this figure can give us an intuition on what the consistency bias (the distance between [t 0 ] and the set of all Fréchet mean in the quotient space) depends: for t 0 a fixed regular point, when the variability of X (defined by E( X − t 0 2 )) increases the mass beyond the hyperplanes on fig. 2 also increases, the distance between E(g(X, t 0 ) · X) and t 0 (i.e. the norm of ∇F (t 0 )) augments. Therefore q the Fréchet mean should be further from t 0 , (because at this point one should have ∇F (q) = 0 or q is a singular point). Therefore the consistency bias appears to increase with the variability of X. By establishing a lower and upper bound of the consistency bias and by computing the consistency bias in a very simple case, sections 3.2, 3.3, 4.3 and 4.4 investigate how far this hypothesis is true.
We can also wonder if the converse of theorem 3.1 is true: if the support is included in Cone(t 0 ), is there consistency? We do not have a general answer to that. In the simple example section 3.3 it happens that condition (6) is necessary and sufficient. More generally the following proposition provides a partial converse: Proof. If the support of X is a compact set included in the interior of Cone(t 0 ) then we know that X-almost surely:
Thus the variance at t 0 in the quotient space is equal to the variance at t 0 in the top space. Now by continuity of the distance map (see fig. 3 ) for y in a small neighbourhood of t 0 , the support of X is still included in the interior of Cone(y). We still
In other words, locally around t 0 , the variance in the quotient space is equal to the variance in the top space. Moreover we know that t 0 = E(X) is the only global minimiser of the variance of X: m → E( m − X 2 ) = E(m). Therefore t 0 is a local minimum of F the variance in the quotient space (since the two variances are locally equal). Therefore [t 0 ] is at least a Karcher mean of [X] in this case.
Upper bound of the consistency bias
In this Subsection we show an explicit upper bound of the consistency bias. Theorem 3.3. When G is a finite group acting isometrically on M = R n , we denote |G| the cardinal of the group G. If X is Gaussian vector: X ∼ N (t 0 , s 2 Id R n ), and m ∈ argmin F , then we have the upper bound of the consistency bias:
The proof is postponed in appendix A.3. When X ∼ N (t 0 , s 2 Id n ) the variability of X is σ 2 = E(||X − t 0 || 2 ) = ns 2 and we can write the upper bound of the bias:
log |G|. This Theorem shows that the consistency bias is low when the variability of X is small, which tends to confirm our hypothesis in section 3.1. It is important to notice that this upper bound explodes when the cardinal of the group tends to infinity.
Study of the consistency bias in a simple example
In this Subsection, we take a particular case of example 3.1: the action of translation with T = Z/2Z. We identify R T with R 2 and we note by (u, v) T an element of R T . In this setting, one can completely describe the action of T on
T , v > u} the half-plane above L and HP B the half-plane below L. This simple example will allow us to provide necessary and sufficient condition for an inconsistency at regular and singular points. Moreover we can compute exactly the consistency bias, and exhibit which parameters govern the bias. We can then find an equivalent of the consistency bias when the noise tends to zero or infinity. More precisely, we have the following theorem proved in appendix A.4: Proposition 3.2. Let X be a random variable such that E( X 2 ) < +∞ and t 0 = E(X). 
If t 0 ∈ L, there is no inconsistency if and only if the support of
X is included in the line L = {(u, u), u ∈ R}. If t 0 ∈ HP A (respectively in HP B ),
there is no inconsistency if and only if the support of
where g is a non-negative function on [0, 1] defined by g(x) = sin(arccos(x))− x arccos(x).
(a) If d > 0 then s →ρ(d, s) has an asymptotic linear expansion:
(c) s →ρ(0, s) is linear with respect to s (for d = 0 the template is a fixed point).
Remark 3.1. Here, contrarily to the case of the action of rotation in [MHP16] , it is not the ratio E(X) over the noise which matters to estimate the consistency bias. Rather the ratio dist(E(X), L) over the noise. However in both cases we measure the distance between the signal and the singularities which was {0} in [MHP16] for the action of rotations, L in this case.
Inconsistency for any group when the template is not a fixed point
In section 3 we exhibited sufficient condition to have an inconsistency, restricted to the case of finite group acting on an Euclidean space. We now generalize this analysis to Hilbert spaces of any dimension included infinite. Let M be such an Hilbert space with its dot product noted by , and its associated norm . In this section, we do not anymore suppose that the group G is finite. In the following, we prove that there is an inconsistency in a large number of situations, and we quantify the consistency bias with lower and upper bounds. 
This isometric action is the continuous version of the example 3.1: the elements of M are now continuous images in dimension D.
Presence of an inconsistency
We state here a generalization of theorem 3.1:
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a group acting isometrically on M an Hilbert space, and X a random variable in M , E( X 2 ) < +∞ and E(X) = t 0 = 0. If:
or equivalently:
The condition of this Theorem is the same condition of theorem 3.1: the support of the law of X contains points closer from gt 0 for some g than t 0 . Thus the condition (12) is equivalent to
2 ) < E( X − t 0 2 ). In other words, the variance in the quotient space at t 0 is strictly smaller than the variance in the top space at t 0 .
Proof. First the two conditions are equivalent by definition of the quotient distance and by expansion of the square norm of t 0 − X and of t 0 − gX for g ∈ G.
As above, we define the variance of [X] by:
In order to prove this Theorem, we find a point m such that
In the proof of theorem 3.1, we showed that under condition (6) we had ∇F (t 0 ), t 0 < 0. This leads us to study F restricted to R + t 0 : we define for
Thanks to the isometric action we can expand f (a) by:
and explicit the unique element of R + which minimises f :
For all x ∈ M , we have sup g∈G g · x, t 0 ≥ x, t 0 and thanks to condition (12) we get:
which implies a > 1. Then F (a t 0 ) < F (t 0 ).
Note that t 0 2 (a − 1) = E sup g∈G g · X, t 0 − E( X, t 0 ) (which is positive) is exactly − ∇F (t 0 ), t 0 /2 in the case of finite group, see Equation (44). Here we find the same expression without having to differentiate the variance F , which may be not possible in the current setting.
Analysis of the condition in theorem 4.1
We now look for general cases when we are sure that Equation (12) holds which implies the presence of inconsistency. We saw in section 3 that when the group was finite, it is possible to have no inconsistency only if the support of the law is included in a cone delimited by some hyperplanes. The hyperplanes were defined as the set of points equally distant of the template t 0 and g ·t 0 for g ∈ G.
Therefore if the cardinal of the group becomes more and more important, one could think that in order to have no inconsistency the space where X should takes value becomes smaller and smaller. At the limit it leaves only at most an hyperplane. In the following, we formalise this idea to make it rigorous. We show that the cases where theorem 4.1 cannot be applied are not generic cases.
First we can notice that it is not possible to have the condition (12) if t 0 is a fixed point under the action of G. Indeed in this case g · X, t 0 = X, g −1 t 0 = X, t 0 ). So from now, we suppose that t 0 is not a fixed point. Now let us see some settings when we have the condition (11) and thus condition (12).
Proposition 4.1. Let G be a group acting isometrically on an Hilbert space M , and X a random variable in M , with E( X 2 ) < +∞ and E(X) = t 0 = 0. If:
2. There exists η > 0 such that the support of X contains a ball B(t 0 , η).
Then condition (12) holds, and the estimator is inconsistent according to theorem 4.1.
The smallest disk is included in the support of X and the points in that disk is closer from g · t 0 than from t 0 . According to theorem 4.1 there is an inconsistency.
Proof. By density, one takes g · t 0 ∈ B(t 0 , η) \ {t 0 } for some g ∈ G, now if we take r < min( g ·t 0 −t 0 /2, η − g ·t 0 −t 0 ) then B(g ·t 0 , r) ⊂ B(t 0 , ). Therefore by the assumption we made on the support one has P(X ∈ B(g · t 0 , r)) > 0. For y ∈ B(g · t 0 , r) we have that gt 0 − y < t 0 − y (see fig. 4 ). Then we have:
Then we verify condition (12), and we can apply theorem 4.1.
Proposition 4.1 proves that there is a large number of cases where we can ensure the presence of an inconsistency. For instance when M is a finite dimensional vector space and the random variable X has a continuous positive density (for the Lebesgue's measure) at t 0 , condition 2 of Proposition 4.1 is fulfilled. Unfortunately this proposition do not cover the case where there is no mass at the expected value t 0 = E(X). This situation could appear if X has two modes for instance. The following proposition deals with this situation: Proposition 4.2. Let G be a group acting isometrically on M . Let X be a random variable in M , such that E( X 2 ) < +∞ and E(X) = t 0 = 0. If:
2. The support of X is not included in the hyperplane v
Then condition (12) is fulfilled, which leads to an inconsistency thanks to Theorem 4.1.
Proof. Thanks to the isometric action: t 0 , v = 0. We choose y / ∈ v ⊥ in the support of X and make a Taylor expansion of the following square distance (see also Figure 5 ) at 0:
Then: ∃x ∈ (−a, a) s.t. x < a, x y, v > 0 and ϕ(x ) − y < t 0 − y . For some g ∈ G, ϕ(x ) = g · t 0 . By continuity of the norm we have:
Then P( g·t 0 −X < t 0 −X ) ≥ P(X ∈ B(y, r)) > 0. Theorem 4.1 applies.
Proposition 4.2 was a sufficient condition on inconsistency in the case of an orbit which contains a curve. This brings us to extend this result for orbits which are manifolds: Proposition 4.3. Let G be a group acting isometrically on an Hilbert space M , X a random variable in M , with E( X 2 ) < +∞. Assume X = t 0 + σ , where t 0 = 0 and E( ) = 0, and E( ) = 1. We suppose that [t 0 ] is a sub-manifold of M and write T t0 [t 0 ] the linear tangent space of [t 0 ] at t 0 . If:
which is equivalent to:
then there is an inconsistency.
This proves that equations (16) 
⊥ therefore y is closer from g · t 0 for some g ∈ G than t 0 itself. In conclusion, if y is in the support of X, there is an inconsistency.
Lower bound of the consistency bias
Under the assumption of Theorem 4.1, we have an element a t 0 such that F (a t 0 ) < F (t 0 ) where F is the variance of [X] . From this element, we deduce lower bounds of the consistency bias: 
Let δ be the unique positive solution of the following equation:
where σ 2 = E( X − t 0 2 ) is the variability of X. Then δ and δ are two lower bounds of the consistency bias.
Proof. In order to prove this Theorem, we exhibit a ball around t 0 such that the points on this ball have a variance bigger than the variance at the point a t 0 , where a was defined in Equation (14): thanks to the expansion of the function f we did in (13) we get :
Moreover we can show (exactly like equation (43)) that for all x ∈ M :
With Equations (20) and (21), for all x ∈ B(t 0 , δ) we have F (x) > F (a t 0 ). No point in that ball mapped in the quotient space is a Fréchet mean of [X]. So δ is a lower bound of the consistency bias. Now by using the fact that E( X ) ≤ t 0 2 + σ 2 , we get: 2|F (t 0 )−F (x)| ≤ 2 x−t 0 × t 0 1 + 1 + σ 2 / t 0 2 + x − t 0 2 . This proves that δ is also a lower bound of the consistency bias.
δ is smaller than δ, but the variability of X intervenes in δ . Therefore we propose to study the asymptotic behaviour of δ when the variability tends to infinity. We have the following proposition:
Proposition 4.4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2, we write X = t 0 + σ , with E( ) = 0, and E( 2 ) = 1 and note ν = E(sup g∈G g , t 0 / t 0 ) ∈ (0, 1], we have that:
In particular, the consistency bias explodes when the variability of X tends to infinity.
Proof. First, let us prove that that ν ∈ (0, 1] under the condition (12). We have ν ≥ E( , t 0 / t 0 = 0. By a reductio ad absurdum: if ν = 0, then sup g∈G g , t 0 = , t 0 almost surely. We have then almost surely: X, t 0 ≤ sup g∈G gX, t 0 ≤ t 0 2 + sup g∈G σ g , t 0 = t 0 2 + σ , t 0 ≤ X, t 0 , which is in contradiction with (12). Besides ν ≤ E( ) ≤ E 2 = 1 Second, we exhibit equivalent of the terms in equation (19) when σ → +∞:
Now by definition of a in Equation (14) and the decomposition of X = t 0 + σ we get:
The lower bound and the upper bound of t 0 (a −1) found in (23) and (24) are both equivalent to σν, when σ → +∞. Then the constant term of the quadratic Equation (19) has an equivalent:
Finallye if we solve the quadratic Equation (19), we write δ as a function of the coefficients of the quadratic equation (19). We use the equivalent of each of these terms thanks to equation (22) and (25), this proves proposition 4.4.
Remark 4.1. Thanks to inequality (24), if
2 , then we write δ as a function of the coefficients of Equation (19), we obtain a lower bound of the inconsistency bias as a function of t 0 , σ and ν for σ > 2 t 0 /ν:
Although the constant ν intervenes in this lower bound, it is not an explicit term. We now explicit its behaviour depending on t 0 . We remind that:
To this end, we first note that the set of fixed points under the action of G is a closed linear space, (because we can write it as an intersection of the kernel of the continuous and linear functions:
. We denote by p the orthogonal projection on the set of fixed points Fix(M ). Then for x ∈ M , we have: dist(x, Fix(M )) = x − p(x) . Which yields:
The right hand side of Equation (26) does not depend on g as p(t 0 ) ∈ Fix(M ). Then:
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and using E( ) = 0, we can conclude that:
This leads to the following comment: our lower bound of the consistency bias is smaller when our normalized template t 0 / t 0 is closer to the set of fixed points.
Upper bound of the consistency bias
In this Section, we find a upper bound of the consistency bias. More precisely we have the following Theorem:
Proposition 4.5. Let X be a random variable in M , such that X = t 0 + σ where σ > 0, E( ) = 0 and E(|| || 2 ) = 1. We suppose that [m ] is a Fréchet mean of [X]. Then we have the following upper bound of the quotient distance between the orbit of the template t 0 and the Fréchet mean of [X]: Note that we made no hypothesis on the template in this proposition. We deduce from Equation (28) 
when σ → 0, in particular the consistency bias can be neglected when σ is small.
Proof. First we have:
Secondly we have for all m ∈ M , (in particular for m ):
With Inequalities (29) and (30) one gets: 
We can solve inequality (31) and we get:
We note by F X instead of F the variance in the quotient space of [X], and we want to apply inequality (32) to X − m 0 . As m 0 is a fixed point:
Then m minimises F X if and only if m − m 0 minimises F X−m0 . We apply Equation (32) to X − m 0 , with
, which concludes the proof.
Empirical Fréchet mean
In practice, we never compute the Fréchet mean in quotient space, only the empirical Fréchet mean in quotient space when the size of a sample is supposed to be large enough. If the empirical Fréchet in the quotient space means converges to the Fréchet mean in the quotient space then we can not use these empirical Fréchet mean in order to estimate the template. In [BB08] , it has been proved that the empirical Fréchet mean converges to the Fréchet mean with a 1 √ n convergence speed, however the law of the random variable is supposed to be included in a ball whose radius depends on the geometry on the manifold. Here we are not in a manifold, indeed the quotient space contains singularities, moreover we do not suppose that the law is necessarily bounded. However in [Zie77] the empirical Fréchet means is proved to converge to the Fréchet means but no convergence rate is provided.
We propose now to prove that the quotient distance between the template and the empirical Fréchet mean in quotient space have an lower bound which is the asymptotic of the one lower bound of the consistency bias found in (18). Take X, X 1 , . . . , X n independent and identically distributed (with t 0 = E(X) not a fixed point). We define the empirical variance of [X] by:
and we say that [m n ] is a empirical Fréchet mean of [X] if m n is a global minimiser of F n .
Proposition 4.6. Let X, X 1 , . . . , X n independent and identically distributed random variables, with t 0 = E(X). Let be [m n ] be an empirical Fréchet mean of [X] . Then δ n is a lower bound of the quotient distance between the orbit of the template and [m n ], where δ n is the unique positive solution of:
a n is defined like a in section 4.1 by:
We have that δ n → δ by the law of large numbers.
The proof is a direct application of theorem 4.2, but applied to the empirical law of X given by the realization of X 1 , . . . , X n .
Examples
In this Subsection, we discuss, in some examples, the application of theorem 4.1 and see the behaviour of the constant ν. This constant intervened in lower bound of the consistency bias.
Action of translation on L 2 (R/Z)
We take an orbit O = [f 0 ], where f 0 ∈ C 2 (R/Z), non constant. We show easily that O is a manifold of dimension 1 and the tangent space at f 0 is 2 Rf 0 . Therefore a sufficient condition on X such that E(X) = f 0 to have an inconsistency is: P(X / ∈ f ⊥ 0 ) > 0 according to proposition 4.3. Now if we denote by 1 the constant function on R/Z equal to 1. We have in this setting: that the set of fixed points under the action of G is the set of constant functions: Fix(M ) = R1 and:
This distance to the fixed points is used in the upper bound of the constant ν in Equation (27) . Note that if f 0 is not differentiable, then [f 0 ] is not necessarily a manifold, and (4.3) does not apply. However proposition 4.1 does: if f 0 is not a constant function, then
. Therefore as soon as the support of X contains a ball around f 0 , there is an inconsistency.
Action of discrete translation on R Z/NZ
We come back on example 3.1, with D = 1 (discretised signals). For some signal t 0 , ν previously defined is:
Therefore if we have a sample of size I of iid, then:
By an exhaustive research, we can find the τ i 's which maximise the dot product, then with this sample and t 0 we can approximate ν. We have done this approximation for several signals t 0 on fig. 6 . According the previous results, the bigger ν is, the more important the lower bound of the consistency bias is. We remark that the ν estimated is small, ν 1 for different signals.
Action of rotations on R n
Now we consider the action of rotations on R n with a Gaussian noise. Take X ∼ N (t 0 , s 2 Id n ) then the variability of X is ns 2 , then X has a decomposition:
is a local parametrisation of O: f 0 = ϕ(0), and we check that: lim x→0 ϕ(x) − ϕ(0) − xf 0 L 2 = 0 with Taylor-Lagrange inequality at the order 2. As a conclusion ϕ is differentiable at 0, and it is an immersion (since f 0 = 0), and D 0 ϕ : x → xf 0 , then O is a manifold of dimension 1 and the tangent space of O at f 0 is: . is here a Gaussian noise in R Z/100Z , such that E( ) = 0 and E( 2 ) = 1. For instance the blue signal is a signal defined randomly, and when we approximate the ν which corresponds to that t 0 we find 0.25. X = t 0 + √ ns with E( ) = 0 and E( 2 ) = 1. According to proposition 4.4 we have by noting δ the lower bound of the consistency bias when s → ∞:
Now ν = E(sup g∈G g , t 0 ) / t 0 = E( ) → 1 when n tends to infinity (expected value of the Chi distribution) we have that for n large enough:
We compare this result with the exact computation of the consistency bias (noted here CB) made by Miolane et al. [MHP16] , which writes with our current notations:
Using a standard Taylor expansion on the Gamma function, we have that for n large enough:
As a conclusion, when the dimension of the space is large enough our lower bound and the exact computation of the bias have the same asymptotic behaviour. It differs only by the constant √ 2 − 1 0.4 in our lower bound, 1 in the work of Miolane et al. [MP15] .
5 Fréchet means top and quotient spaces are not consistent when the template is a fixed point
In this Section, we do not assume that the top space M is a vector space, but rather a manifold. We need then to rewrite the generative model likewise: let t 0 ∈ M , and X any random variable of M such as t 0 is a Fréchet mean of X. Then Y = S · X is the observed variable where S is a random variable whose value are in G. In this Section we make the assumption that the template t 0 is a fixed point under the action of G.
Result
Let X be a random variable on M and define the variance of X as:
We say that t 0 is a Fréchet mean of X if t 0 is a global minimiser of the variance E. We prove the following result:
Theorem 5.1. Assume that M is a complete finite dimensional Riemannian manifold and that d M is the geodesic distance on M . Let X be a random variable on M , with E(d(x, X) 2 ) < +∞ for some x ∈ M . We assume that t 0 is a fixed point and a Fréchet mean of X and that P(X ∈ C(t 0 )) = 0 where C(t 0 ) is the cut locus of t 0 . Suppose that there exists a point in the support of X which is not a fixed point nor in the cut locus of t 0 . Then
The previous result is finite dimensional and does not cover interesting infinite dimensional setting concerning curves for instance. However, a simple extension to the previous result can be stated when M is a Hilbert vector space since then the space is flat and some technical problems like the presence of cut locus point do not occur.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that M is a Hilbert space and that d M is given by the Hilbert norm on M . Let X be a random variable on M , with E( X 2 ) < +∞. We assume that t 0 = E(X). Suppose that there exists a point in the support of the law of X that is not a fixed point for the action of G.
Note that the reciprocal is true: if all the points in the support of the law of X are fixed points, then almost surely, for all m ∈ M and for all g ∈ G we have:
Up to the projection on the quotient, we have that the variance of X is equal to the variance of
if and only if t 0 is a Fréchet mean of X. There is no inconsistency in that case.
Example 5.1. Theorem 5.2 covers the interesting case of the Fisher Rao metric on functions:
Then considering for G the group of smooth diffeomorphisms γ on [0, 1] such that γ(0) = 0 and γ(1) = 1, we have a right group action G × F → F given by γ · f = f • γ. The Fisher Rao metric is built as a pull back metric of the
This square root trick is often used, see for instance [KSW11] . Note that in this case, Q is a bijective mapping with inverse given by q → f with f (t) = t 0 q(s)|q(s)|ds. We can define a group action on M = L 2 as: γ · q = q • γ √γ , for which one can check easily by a change of variable that:
So up to the mapping Q, the Fisher Rao metric on curve corresponds to the situation M where theorem 5.2 applies. Note that in this case the set of fixed points under the action of G corresponds in the space F to constant functions.
We can also provide an computation of the consistency bias in this setting:
Proposition 5.1. Under the assumptions of theorem 5.2, we write X = t 0 + σ where t 0 is a fixed point, σ > 0, E( ) = 0 and E( 2 ) = 1, if there is a Fréchet mean of [X], then the consistency bias is linear with respect to σ and it is equal to:
Proof. For λ > 0 and v = 1, we compute the variance F in the quotient space of [X] at the point t 0 + λv. Since t 0 is a fixed point we get:
Then we minimise F with respect to λ, and after we minimise with respect to v (with v = 1). Which concludes.
Proofs of these theorems

Proof of theorem 5.1
We start with the following simple result, which aims to differentiate the variance of X. This classical result (see [Pen06] for instance) is proved in appendix B in order to be the more self-contained as possible:
2 ) is a continuous function which is differentiable at any point m ∈ M such that P(X ∈ C(m)) = 0 where C(m) is the cut locus of m. Moreover at such point one has:
where log m : M \ C(m) → T m M is defined for any x ∈ M \ C(m) as the unique u ∈ T m M such that exp m (u) = x and u m = d M (x, m).
We are now ready to prove theorem 5.1.
Proof. (of theorem 5.1) Let m 0 be a point in the support of M which is not a fixed point and not in the cut locus of t 0 . Then there exists g 0 ∈ G such that m 1 = g 0 m 0 = m 0 . Note that since x → g 0 x is a symmetry (the distance is equivariant under the action of G) have that m 1 = g 0 m 0 / ∈ C(g 0 t 0 ) = C(t 0 ) (t 0 is a fixed point under the action of G). Let v 0 = log t0 (m 0 ) and v 1 = log t0 (m 1 ). We have v 0 = v 1 and since C(t 0 ) is closed and the log t0 is continuous application on M \ C(t 0 ) we have:
(we use here the fact that since m 0 is in the support of the law of X, P(X ∈ B(m 0 , )) > 0 for any > 0 so that the denominator does not vanish and the fact that since M is a complete manifold, it is a locally compact space (the closed balls are compacts) and log t0 is locally bounded). Similarly:
Thus for sufficiently small > 0 we have (since v 0 = v 1 ):
By using using a reductio ad absurdum, we suppose that [t 0 ] is a Fréchet mean of [X] and we want to find a contradiction with (33). In order to do that we introduce simple functions as the function x → 1 x∈B(m0, ) which intervenes in Equation (33). Let s : M → G be a simple function (i.e. a measurable function with finite number of values in G).
2 ) be the variance of the variable s(X)X. Note that (and this is the main point):
is a partition of M (such that the sum is always defined). Then for any Borel set B ⊂ M we have:
we have: E s (t 0 ) = E(t 0 ). Assume now that [t 0 ] a Fréchet mean for [X] on the quotient space and let us show that E s has a global minimum at t 0 . Indeed for any m, we have:
Now, we want to apply lemma 5.1 to the random variables s(X)X and X at the point t 0 . Since we assume that X / ∈ C(t 0 ) almost surely and X / ∈ C(t 0 ) implies s(X)X / ∈ C(t 0 ) we get P(s(X)X ∈ C(t 0 )) = 0 and the lemma 5.1 applies. As t 0 is a minimum, we already know that the differential of E s (respectively E) at t 0 should be zero. We get:
Now we apply Equation (34) to a particular simple function defined by s(x) = g 0 1 x∈B(m0, ) + e G 1 x / ∈B(m0, ) . We split the two expected values in (34) into two parts:
By substrating (35) from (36), one gets:
which is a contradiction with (33). Which concludes.
Proof of theorem 5.2
Proof. The extension to theorem 5.2 is quite straightforward. In this setting many things are now explicit since d(x, y) = x − y , ∇ x d(x, y) 2 = 2(x − y), log x (y) = y − x and the cut locus is always empty. It is then sufficient to go along the previous proof and to change the quantity accordingly. Note that the local compactness of the space is not true in infinite dimension. However this was only used to prove that the log was locally bounded but this last result is trivial in this setting.
Conclusion and discussion
In this article, we exhibit conditions which imply that the template estimation with the Fréchet mean in quotient space is inconsistent. These conditions are rather generic. As a result, without any more information, a priori there is inconsistency. The behaviour of the consistency bias is summarized in table 1. Surely future works could improve these lower and upper bounds.
In a more general case: when we take an infinite-dimensional vector space quotiented by a non isometric group action, is there always an inconsistency? An important example of such action is the action of diffeomorphisms. Can we estimate the consistency bias? In this setting, one estimates the template (or Table 1 : Behaviour of the consistency bias with respect to σ 2 the variability of X = t 0 + σ . The constants K i 's depend on the kind of noise, on the template t 0 and on the group action.
Consistency bias : CB G is any group Supplementary properties for G a finite group Upper bound of CB CB ≤ σ + 2
Lower bound of CB for σ → ∞ when the template is not a fixed point
Behavior of CB for σ → 0 when the template is not a fixed point
, ∀k ∈ N in the section 3.3, can we extend this result for finite group? CB when the template is a fixed point
an atlas), but does not exactly compute the Fréchet mean in quotient space, because a regularization term is added. In this setting, can we ensure that the consistency bias will be small enough to estimate the original template? Otherwise, one has to reconsider the template estimation with stochastic algorithms as in [AKT10] or develop new methods.
A Proof of theorems for finite groups' setting
A.1 Proof of theorem 3.2: differentiation of the variance in the quotient space
In order to show theorem 3.2 we proceed in three steps. First we see some following properties and definitions which will be used. Most of these properties are the consequences of the fact that the group G is finite. Then we show that the integrand of F is differentiable. Finally we show that we can permute gradient and integral signs.
1. The set of singular points in R n , is a null set (for the Lebesgue's measure), since it is equal to:
a finite union of strict linear subspaces of R n thanks to the linearity and effectively of the action and to the finite group.
2. If m is regular, then for g, g two different elements of G, we pose:
⊥ is an hyperplane.
3. For m a regular point we define the set of points which are equally distant from two different points of the orbit of m:
Then A m is a null set. For m regular and x / ∈ A m the minimum in the definition of the quotient distance :
is reached at a unique g ∈ G, we call g(x, m) this unique element.
4. By expansion of the squared norm: g minimises m − g · x if and only if g maximises m, g · x .
5. If m is regular and x / ∈ A m then:
by continuity of the norm and by the fact that G is a finite group, we can find α > 0, such that for µ ∈ B(m, α) and y ∈ B(x, α):
Therefore for such y and µ we have:
g(x, m) = g(y, µ).
6. For m a regular point, we define Cone(m) the convex cone of R n :
This is the intersection of |G| − 1 half-spaces: each half space is delimited by H(m, gm) for g = e G (see fig. 1 ). Cone(m) is the set of points whose projection on [m] is m, (where the projection of one point p on [m] is one point g · m which minimises the set { p − g · m , g ∈ G}). The proof of theorem 3.2 is the consequence of the following lemmas. The first lemma studies the differentiability of the integrand, and the second allows us to permute gradient and integral sign. Let us denote by f the integrand of F :
Thus we have: F (m) = E(f (X, m) ). The min of differentiable functions is not necessarily differentiable, however we prove the following result:
Lemma A.1. Let m 0 be a regular point, if x / ∈ A m0 then m → f (x, m) is differentiable at m 0 , besides we have:
Proof. If m 0 is regular and x / ∈ A m0 then we know from the item 5 of the appendix A.1 that g(x, m 0 ) is locally constant. Therefore around m 0 , we have:
which can differentiate with respect to m at m 0 . This proves the lemma A.1.
Now we want to prove that we can permute the integral and the gradient sign. The following lemma provides us a sufficient condition to permute integral and differentiation signs thanks to the dominated convergence theorem: Lemma A.2. For every m 0 ∈ M we have the existence of an integrable function Φ : M → R + such that:
Proof. For all g ∈ G, m ∈ M we have:
By symmetry we get also the same control of f (x, m) − f (x, m 0 ), then:
The function Φ should depend on x or m 0 , but not on m. That is why we take only m ∈ B(m 0 , 1), then we replace m−m 0 by 1 in (43), which concludes.
A.2 Proof of theorem 3.1: the gradient is not zero at the template
To prove it, we suppose that ∇F (t 0 ) = 0, and we take the dot product with t 0 :
The item 4 of (x, m) → g(x, m) seen at appendix A.1 leads to:
So the expected value of a non-positive random variable is null. Then X, t 0 − g(X, t 0 ) · X, t 0 = 0 almost surely X, t 0 = g(X, t 0 ) · X, t 0 almost surely.
Then g = e G maximizes the dot product almost surely. Therefore (as we know that g(X, t 0 ) is unique almost surely, since t 0 is regular):
g(X, t 0 ) = e G almost surely, which is a contradiction with Equation (6).
A.3 Proof of theorem 3.3: upper bound of the consistency bias
In order to show this Theorem, we use the following lemma:
Lemma A.3. We write X = t 0 + where E( ) = 0 and we make the assumption that the noise is a subgaussian random variable. This means that it exists c > 0 such that:
If for m ∈ M we have:ρ
then we have:ρ 2 −ρs 8 log(c|G|) ≤ F (m) − E( 2 ).
Proof. (of lemma A.3) First we expand the right member of the inequality (47):
We use the formula A 2 − A + B 2 = −2 A, B − B 2 with A = X − t 0 and B = t 0 − gm:
E(
2 ) − F (m) = E max g∈G −2 X − t 0 , t 0 − gm − t 0 − gm
with η g = − t 0 − gm 2 + 2 , gm − t 0 . Our goal is to find a lower bound of F (m) − E( 2 ), that is why we search an upper bound of E(max g∈G η g ) with the
Jensen's inequality. We take x > 0 and we get by using the assumption (45):
exp(xE(max 
Now if (−x + 2t 2 x 2 ) < 0, we can take an upper bound of the sum sign in (49) by taking the smallest value in the sum sign, which is reached when g minimizes g · m − t 0 multiplied by the number of elements summed. Moreover (−x + 2x 2 s) < 0 ⇐⇒ 0 < x < 1 2s 2 . Then we have:
exp(xE(max g∈G η g )) ≤ c|G| exp(ρ 2 (−x + 2x 2 s 2 )) as soon as 0 < x < 1 2s 2 .
Then by taking the log:
Now we find the x which optimizes inequality (50). By differentiation, the right member of inequality (50) is minimal for x = log c|G|/2/(sρ) which is a valid choice because x ∈ (0, 1 2s 2 ) by using the assumption (46). With the equations (48) and (50) and x we get the result. which yields toρ ≤ s 8 log(|G|). Ifρ ≤ s 2 log(|G|), we have nothing to prove.
Note that the proof of this upper bound does not use the fact that the action is isometric, therefore this upper bound is true for every finite group action.
A.4 Proof of proposition 3.2: inconsistency in R 2 for the action of translation Proof. We suppose that E(X) ∈ HP A ∪ L. In this setting we call τ (x, m) one of element of the group G = T which minimises τ · x − m see (37) instead of g(x, m). The variance in the quotient space at the point m is:
τ · X − m 2 = E( τ (X, m) · X − m 2 ).
As we want to minimize F and F (1 · m) = F (m), we can suppose that m ∈ HP A ∪ L. We can completely write what take τ (x, m) for x ∈ M :
• If x ∈ HP A ∪ L we can set τ (x, m) = 0 (because in this case x, m are on the same half plane delimited by L the perpendicular bisector of m and −m).
• If x ∈ HP B then we can set τ (x, m) = 1 (because in this case x, m are not on the same half plane delimited by L the perpendicular bisector of m and −m).
This allows use to write the variance at the point m ∈ HP A :
Then we define the random variable Z by: Z = X1 X∈HP A ∪L + 1 · X1 X∈HP B , such that for m ∈ HP A we have: F (m) = E( Z − m 2 ) and F (m) = F (1 · m). Thus if m is a global minimiser of F , then m = E(Z) or m = 1 · E(Z). So the Fréchet mean of [X] is [E(Z)]. Here instead of using theorem 3.1, we can work explicitly: Indeed there is no inconsistency if and only if E(Z) = E(X), (E(Z) = 1 · E(X) would be another possibility, but by assumption E(Z), E(X) ∈ HP A ), by writing X = X1 X∈HP A + X1 X∈HP B ∪L , we have:
Therefore there is an inconsistency if and only if P(X ∈ HP B ) > 0 (we remind that we made the assumption that E(X) ∈ HP A ∪ L). If E(X) is regular (i.e. E(X) / ∈ L), then there is an inconsistency if and only if X takes values in HP B , (this is exactly the condition of theorem 3.1, but in this particular case, this is a necessarily and sufficient condition). This proves point 1. Now we make the assumption that X follows a Gaussian noise in order compute E(Z) (note that we could take another noise, as long as we are able to compute E(Z)). For that we convert to polar coordinates: (u, v) T = E(X) + (r cos θ, r sin θ) T where r > 0 et θ ∈ [0, 2π]. We also define: d = dist(E(X), L), E(X) is a regular point if and only if d > 0. We still suppose that E(X) = (α, β)
T ∈ HP A ∪ L. First we parametrise in function of (r, θ) the points which are in HP B :
v < u ⇐⇒ β + r sin θ < α + r cos θ ⇐⇒ β − α r < √ 2 cos(θ + π 4 )
is smooth and |d M (φ −1 (t), φ −1 (t+h))| ≤ C|h| for a C > 0. Hence for sufficiently small h, |d M (φ −1 (t), z) 2 − d M (φ −1 (t + h), z) 2 | ≤ C|h|(2d M (m, z) + 1). We get the result from dominated convergence Lebesgue theorem with E(d M (m, X)) ≤ E(d M (m, X) 2 + 1) < +∞.
